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Roads Roads

Roads in the mountains of the Tama area 
and Tokyo islands

In the mountainous areas of the Tama area and in the Tokyo islands, roads 
support a majority of the movement of people and goods. Specifically, 
metropolitan roads, the main roads in these areas, support daily life, and are 
essential infrastructure to the industrial, economic, and cultural activities, as 
well as to the development of these communities.

Rich in nature with steep terrain, the Bureau is advancing improvements to 
roads in these areas that will contribute to local development and disaster 
resistance such as widening and straightening roads where there are curves 
with poor visibility or where large vehicles have diffi  culty passing each other, 
creating bypass roads to prevent rural communities from becoming isolated 
when a natural disaster occurs, implementing measures to ease traffic 
congestion during peak travel seasons, and ensuring the safety of pedestrians.

Projects being undertaken by the Bureau include the Tamagawa-nangan-doro 
Avenue and the Akigawa-nangan-doro Avenue in the mountains of the Tama 
area, and the Oshima-junkan-sen Route and Miyake-junkan-sen Route in the 
Tokyo islands.

Of these projects, the 2.8km Joyama section of the Tamagawa-nangan-
doro Avenue in Okutama-machi opened in FY2015, and about 5.1km of the 
7km planned extension of the roadway has been completed. Concerning the 
remaining 1.9km, the Bureau is conducting studies in preparation for the start 
of construction.

Bridges are an integral part of the road network, essential structures that 
link areas divided by rivers and rail lines. However, it is also conceivable that 
once damaged by a natural disaster, a bridge could aff ect the road, river, or 
rail line over which it crosses as a result of a secondary disaster. Therefore, 
bridge safety is of the utmost importance.

In addition to rebuilding old bridges to improve seismic resistance and 
weight bearing capacity, improvements include building new bridges 
when making road alignment and other improvements, and rebuilding 
bridges to eliminate traffic bottlenecks, creating wider roads. Through 
these improvements, the Bureau aims to ensure the safety of evacuation 
and transport routes for when a disaster strikes and strengthen the road 
network.

Major bridge projects currently underway include the Sekido Bridge (Fuchu 
City-Tama City) which crosses the Tama River, Matsue Bridge (Hachioji City) 
which crosses the Asakawa River, and the Wakashio Bridge (Shinagawa-ku) 
which crosses the Keihin Canal.

◆ Projects to eliminate multiple crossings
As a part of road improvements, these projects elevate sections of railway 
or move them underground, eliminating a number of crossings all at once. 
Projects signifi cantly contribute to the development of the surrounding area, 
alleviating traffi  c congestion at railway crossings, reunifying communities 
divided by railway tracks, and facilitating the use of the space below the 
elevated tracks.

In Tokyo, 43 projects have been undertaken, eliminating 395 railway 
crossings to date. At the current time, projects are underway at five 
locations on four rail lines, including the Keio Line and Seibu Shinjuku Line.

In FY2016, projects to eliminate crossings were completed at three locations 
on the Keisei Oshiage Line (near Keisei Hikifune Station), the Keikyu Main 
Line and Airport Line (near Keikyu Kamata Station), and Seibu Ikebukuro 
Line (near Shakujii-koen Station).

The Bureau will continue to advance projects already underway in order 
to achieve grade separation, as well as work to obtain approval for new 
projects.

◆ Projects to eliminate individual crossings
These projects involve elevating an individual road or relatively small 
sections of a railway to achieve grade separation. 

In March 2017, the Kokubunji Overpass was completed where Kokubunji 
Route No.3-2-8(Fuchu Tokorozawa Route) and the JR Chuo Line intersect, 
facilitating the smoother fl ow of traffi  c. Currently, projects are underway at 
eleven locations, including on Kunitachi Route No.3-3-2 (JR Nambu Line)

In Tokyo, there are approximately 1,050 rail crossings at present. Rail crossings impede the fl ow of traffi  c and are barriers to safely and effi  ciently conducting 
urban activities. The TMG is moving ahead with grade separation projects in order to eliminate traffi  c congestion at rail crossings and enhance urban 
functionality and convenience.

Roads and railways

Tamagawa-nangan-doro Avenue (Joyama section) opened in FY2015

(The line of cars at the Ring Road No. 4 (Meiji-dori Avenue) crossing 
extended back 380m when traffi  c was at its worst.)

Keisei Oshiage Line (Oshiage-Yahiro stations) continuous grade separation project

Shinkoiwa Overpass (Arial view of the Tatsumibashi intersection)

Koremasa Bridge completed in FY2012 (principal local road Kawasaki Fuchu Route)

Prior to elevation

Road and Railway Grade Separation Projects

Following elevation

Grade separation of roads

At intersections with a high volume of traffic, traffic congestion and 
problems generated by congested traffic, including increased exhaust 
emissions, are occurring. As such, the Bureau is advancing with grade 
separation projects that elevate one of the roads or move one of the roads 
underground. 

By elevating the high-traffi  c-volume Kuramaebashi-dori Avenue to create 
the Shinkoiwa Overpass, the Bureau aimed to alleviate traffi  c congestion 
and improve the environment along the road.
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